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LoRa - STM32L0 Sensor Demo
STM32L0 Sensor Node Demo

With ST NUCLEO-L073RZ, ST X-NUCLEO-IKS01A1, and Semtech I-NUCLEO-SX1272D

- **NUCLEO-L073RZ**: STM32 Nucleo board with STM32L073RZT6 MCU
- **X-NUCLEO-IKS01A1**: Motion MEMS & environmental sensors expansion board
- **I-NUCLEO-SX1272D**: Semtech SX1272MB2xAS LoRa™ expansion board

Note: The demo source code is included in the LoRaWAN firmware package.
End-node, Gateway and Application Server

Node reports Temperature, Humidity, Pressure, X / Y / Z acceleration every 5 seconds